By a stroke of good fortune, Covid travel restrictions in and around
Scotland end earlier than anticipated on Friday (16th) meaning the
team can now LEGALLY travel to activate the island. (Although we
always had plans to do the trip, we were still in travel restriction
zones meaning we would have broken the law to be QRV !)

MS0INT - BASS ROCK, EU-123
Team: MM0NDX (ex-EL2EL/4), MM0OKG
(ex-EL2EL/4), MM0OBT + cameraman.
The weather forecast is looking good. If we could have chosen any day
with high pressure settled over the island then it would be Saturday - the
day we'll be active!
Yellow arrow indicates where the Bass Rock is.

At this moment we will be QRV on Saturday, April 17th only. We leave
harbour at 0600z aiming to be on the island and set up by 09:00z.
Our departure time from the island is approx 18:00z, so it’s a small
window to work us. We are not permitted to stay overnight.
However, if weather conditions appear good and pile-ups are running,
we might return on Sunday, April 18th. We will convey any additional
changes via social media or on the air.
Obviously we will look to work DX stations, but equally happy to work
anyone :) CW and SSB on HF bands. Pick up your mic or key and work
us. No lazy FT8 on HF during this trip!
The CQMM contest is on this weekend so CW may move to 17 or 30m.
SSB on either 40, 20 or 17. VHF station will cover 6 & 2m. Our locator is:
IO86QB, WAB is NT68.
Bass Rock has only ever been activated three times (1997, 2001, 2008).
This is the longest period without activity (13 years).
The Scottish Seabird Centre, along with the owner of the island, Lord
Lieutenant, Sir Hew Dalrymple, have been very helpful. Without
permission from the owner we would not be in this position.
Last but not least, there will be a couple of live streaming webcams on
the island. One is fixed on the old ruined chapel - we will set up
antennas here. The other webcam is pointed towards the lighthouse. We
will be located in a small building next to the lighthouse so if we
remember to wave to the webcam, please take a photo of us! See URL
below.
We might try livestream also from personal social media accounts.

https://www.seabird.org/webcams/bassrock-test

Yellow arrow = QTH (small building). Black arrow = antennas in this area

Landing area = Yellow arrow

Yellow arrow = QTH, Black arrow = Antennas here

